
Comprehensive & Best Curriculum

Basic Spoken English Course

"You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.”

Zig Ziglar

★ Tricks to learn a second language

★ Basics of English

★ Why English and why you want to learn English

★ Confidence gaining exercise to change belief – Excuse or execute- Nobody can make you feel inferior without your

consent- Eleanor Roosevelt

★ Use of observation skill and how to create an English environment around you

★ Basics of conversation skills

★ Grammar - WH Family, Parts of Speech, Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verbs, Adverbs, Interjection, Articles, Prepositions,

Determiners, Tense, Modals, Conjunctions, Phrasal Verbs, and other related topics are covered in Grammar.

★ Forming simple and complex sentence with proper sentence structure

★ Forming exceptional sentence with appropriate structure

★ Asking simple and complex questions with proper sentence structure

★ Pronunciation, phonetics, and accent neutralization

★ Telling stories

★ Current affairs

★ Express ideas



Comprehensive & Best Curriculum

Intermediate Spoken English Course

"If you can dream it, you can do it. "

Walt Disney

★ Ways to expand vocabulary

★ Translation Exercise

★ Techniques to stop translation

★ Confusing Similar Words

★ One Word Substitution

★ Sentence Correction Exercises

★ Idioms & Proverbs

★ Spotting errors

★ Comprehension

★ Telling stories

★ Express ideas/ Group discussion

★ Long speech

★ Current affairs

★ Extempore



Comprehensive & Best Curriculum

Advance Spoken English Course

"Learning is not a spectator sport."

D. Blocher

★ Expand vocabulary through multiple world-class techniques that you will never forget

★ Ways to recall words you learn

★ Take pronunciation and ascent to the next level

★ Ways to take fluency to the next level

★ Most used adequate words and sentences

★ How to speak the same sentence in multiple effective ways

★ Telling long stories

★ Express ideas/ Group discussion

★ Long speech

★ Extempore

★ Debate

★ Role plays, mono acting


